
LENAPE VALLEY BASEBALL ASSOCIATION PLAYING RULES 
Revised May 5, 2012 

 
Majors, Minors (Triple A) and Suburban Travel Baseball Levels - Except Where 
Noted 
 

1. Unless otherwise noted in these rules, Official Little League and Suburban Travel 
Baseball playing rules will apply. 

 
2. Safety: 

 
a. SAFETY IS EVERYONE’S RESPONSIBILITY! 
b. Managers and coaches must inspect the playing field prior to each game to ensure that 

it is safe for playing.  Chuckholes, divots, loose objects should be fixed or removed.  
Problems should be reported to the league. 

c. OUR INSURANCE COVERAGE PROHIBITS: 
1. On deck batters (the next batter should have the helmet on but no bat in 

his/her hand.  Warm-up swings can be taken just prior to entering the 
batter’s box). 

2. Head first sliding.  Note:  Runners are not required to slide, but must 
attempt to avoid contact with the fielder when trying to advance to a base. 

 
3. Equipment: 

a. Catchers must wear all protective equipment during practice, warm-ups and games. 
b. Only sneakers or rubber cleated shoes are allowed.  No metal spikes are permitted. 
c. Helmets WITH CAGES must be worn by all batters and base runners. 

 
4. All players must have played at least one year at the Minor level in order to advance to Majors or 

have had previous experience in a Minor Level in another organization. 
 
5. Field Maintenance – See Addendum A 

 
6. The batting order will include all players present.  In the event that a player arrives after the start 

of a game, said player will be placed at the end of the original batting order. 
 
7. MAJORS ONLY:  On defense, every player must play at least four innings, and no player can sit 

out two innings in a row. 
 

MINORS ONLY: On defense, no player can sit out more than one inning longer than any 
other player on the team.  In addition no player can sit out two innings in a row and no 
player can sit twice before all other players have sat once. 
 
The only exceptions to these rules are if: 

1) Players show up after the game begins. 
2) Players leave before the game ends. 
3) A player pitches six full innings. 
4) A player is disruptive or a disciplinary problem. 

 
8. The pitch count recorder shall report the player(s) who are sitting out defensively and the other 

scorekeeper shall record in scorebook each inning.   
 

9. Free substitution will be allowed.  
Only exception:  Once a pitcher is relieved or removed as the pitcher during an inning or between 
any half inning, he/she cannot re-enter the game as a pitcher. 



 
10. The offensive team shall station two base coaches on the field during its time at bat, one near the 

first base and one near third base.  The coach can be an eligible player in the uniform of their team 
or an adult manager and / or coach. Both base coaches may be adult managers or coaches. 

 
11. No one except eligible players, a manager, two coaches, and one scorekeeper shall be in the 

dugout area during the course of a game. 
 

12. If either team is unable to field at least nine players for a game and the opposing coach is notified 
at least two hours before game time, the game shall be rescheduled.  Per Little League Rules, you 
cannot start or play the game with less than 9 players.  A team that is not able to field 9 players 
will not be brought up to the Board of Directors.  It will be an automatic forfeit.  The teams can 
play a practice game. However, the forfeit will stand. 

 
13. Regular Season Games - Weekday games: no inning will start after 8:00pm, all games will end no 

later than, or at 8:15pm.  Weekend games: no inning will start after 2 hours from the first pitch, all 
games will end at the earlier of 2 hours and 15 minutes after the first pitch OR the scheduled start 
time of the next game.  The umpire is the official timer. If at the discretion of the umpire one team 
delayed the game to prevent the other team from having an opportunity to have their final at bats 
and time has run out the Umpire may extend the game, light permitting.  If, at the discretion of the 
Umpire and Managers, there is time for extra innings, then a game can go longer than 6 innings.  
If it is an official game (4 innings have been completed) and ends in a tie, then it will be noted as 
such in the standings.  There will be no opportunity to finish a game at a later date.  This does not 
apply to playoff games. 

 
14. Playoff Games – Weekday games: no inning will start after 8:00pm, all games will end no later 

than, or at 8:30pm.  The final inning of the game must be a complete inning or the score of the 
game reverts back to the last complete inning. Weekend games: no inning will start after 2 
hours and 15 minutes from the first pitch. All games will end at the earlier of 2 and a half hours 
after the first pitch.  The umpire is the official timer. If at the discretion of the umpire one team 
delayed the game to prevent the other team from having an opportunity to have their final at 
bats and time has run out the Umpire may extend the game, light permitting.  If, at the 
discretion of the Umpire and Managers, there is time for extra innings, than a game can go 
longer than 6 innings.  Rain delays will be added to game time. 

 
15. If a game needs to be rescheduled due to weather, the opposing Managers, with the help of that 

League’s Commissioner, will reschedule the game.  All other games that need to be rescheduled, 
the home team manager must contact the commissioner.  Each team will attempt to play their full 
schedule of games. 

 
16. For purposes of league standings and seeding for the play-offs, the official standings will track 

win percentage.  If after the win percentage is totaled there is a tie, the following will be used to 
break the tie in the order listed: 

• Most Wins 
• Head-to-Head record.  
• Total Runs Scored against team tied with in head to head play 
• Total Runs Allowed  during regular season (against all teams) 
• Total Runs Scored during regular season (against all teams) 
• Coin Flip 

 
 

17. Any player intentionally throwing equipment or behaving inappropriately in the judgment of the 
umpire shall receive a warning.  Continuation of this behavior or a second offense by this player 
during the course of the game will result in ejection for the remainder of the game.  All ejections 
shall be reported to the league commissioner. 

 



18. If a player unintentionally throws a bat after hitting the ball, both teams will be warned.  Any 
player that unintentionally throws a bat after the warning will be called out. 

 
19. Pitching Rules: (60 foot baseline) 

 
a. The manager will be ejected for that game and suspended for the following game for 

(intentionally or unintentionally) breaking any pitching rule regarding pitch counts and 
rest required for a pitcher. 

b. MINORS ONLY: There will be no balks or illegal pitches called.  If the pitcher 
commits a balk or an illegal pitch, the umpire shall call time and inform the pitcher of 
what he did wrong. 

c. MINORS ONLY:  A pitcher must be replaced if he hits two batters in an inning or a         
total of three batters during the course of a game.  Batters must, in the umpire’s 
opinion, make an honest effort to avoid being hit. 

 
d. MAJORS ONLY:  Little League rules apply.  Forced removal of a pitcher will be at the 

umpire’s discretion. 
 

e. Pitchers must not wear long sleeved white shirts beneath their uniforms, nor are they 
allowed to wear batting gloves or sweatbands while they are pitching. 

f. LVBA and Suburban Travel Baseball League (STBL) recognize that many boys 
participate in other baseball leagues concurrent with their participation in LVBA and 
STBL.  LVBA and  has no jurisdiction over the other leagues or any other activity an 
LVBA/STBL player may engage in that involves use of the pitching arm.  However, 
LVBA and STBL managers are asked to question and monitor such activity outside of 
the LVBA and  STBL play for the safety and protection of the player 
 

g. The winning coach must report the final score along with the pitches thrown by each 
pitcher (provide pitchers uniform # and initials) from the two teams by 4:00pm the 
following day.  The scores and pitches thrown will be inputted by logging onto 
lvbaseball.org website.  Penalty for not reporting scores and innings pitched may need 
to be accessed if coaches forget to report scores and pitches thrown.  The purpose is to 
maintain the standings and for tracking pitches for the safety of the kids.  The reporting 
system is established to help coaches track when kids can pitch again to meet pitching 
rules mandated by Little League.  We do not want to assess penalties but the Rules 
committee may determine a penalty is required which could include the deduction of 
points from the standings if a coach fails to report scores.  

 
h. The pitch count recorder shall report the number of pitches thrown to the other team’s 

scorekeeper between each ½ inning. 
 

20. Additional Rules MAJORS ONLY: (70 foot baseline only) 
 

a. The provisions of the following Official LL Rules which are listed as applying only to 
"Junior" (Jr.), "Senior" (Sr.), and/or "Big League" shall apply to Majors games played on 
a 70-foot field for pitches and awarded bases. 

1. 2.00 - "balk" and "illegal pitch". 

2. 4.03(a) – Catcher stationed in catchers box at time of pitch (illegal pitch) 

3. 4.06(3) – Coach prohibited from causing pitcher to balk 

4. 5.09(c) – Ball becomes dead on a balk/illegal pitch and runners advance one 
base or return to their base without liability to be put out. 



5. 6.05(m) – Stealing home from third base with 2 out and two strikes on batter the 
legal pitched ball touches the runner in the batters strike zone. Strike three is the 
call batter is out run does not count. Less than 2 outs, batter is out, ball becomes 
dead and the run scores.  

6. 6.07(b) – Batting out of turn – On appeal after an improper batter becomes a 
runner or is put out and before the first pitch to the next batter of either team or 
before any play the umpire shall declare the proper batter out and nullify any 
advance or score made as a result of a batted ball by an improper batter. 
However if a runner already on base advances on a stolen base, balk, wild pitch 
or passed ball, such advance is legal and will not be overturned.  

7. 7.04(a) – Runners advance one base on a balk called by an umpire. 

8. 7.04(c) – Runners attempting to steal and there is interference on the batter 
runner is awarded the base he was attempting to steal. 

9. 7.07 – Squeeze Play - Of the catcher or any fielder steps on or in front of home 
plate without possession of the ball or touches the batter at bat, the umpire shall 
declare the ball dead and charge the pitcher with a balk. The batter is awarded 
first base.  

10. 7.10 – Appeals on a runner by the pitcher. If the pitcher balks while making an 
appeal such act shall be a play and a balk shall be charged. (ex. Pitcher making 
an appeal to unoccupied third base while standing on the rubber) 

11. 8.01 – Legal pitching delivery 

12. 8.02 – Pitchers shall not 

13. 8.05 – Penalties for violating 8.01 and 8.02 (Balks) 

b. Dropped third strike – The batter runner may advance to first base on a dropped third 
provided first base is unoccupied  and there are less than two outs or there are two outs 
and the base is occupied or unoccupied. In each of  these situations the ball remains live 
for all other base runners who may also advance. 

c. Balks - MODIFIED PENALTY FOR A BALK:  The umpires shall call infractions of the 
balk rule whenever they occur.  A WARNING is issued to the pitcher and there is NO 
PENALTY of awarding base(s) to runner(s). 

1. Following a balk infraction, the ball remains alive until the end of playing action 
(delayed dead ball).  Any runners who steal or otherwise successfully advance 
during a "balk warning" may remain at the base they achieve; otherwise runners 
return to their original bases.  If ANY runner is put out between the base 
occupied at time of pitch and the next base, then all outs on the play are nullified 
and ALL runners return to the base occupied at time of pitch.   

2. Exception:  Runners who advance beyond the next base (beyond 1 base past the 
base occupied at time of pitch) do so at their own risk.  If put out, the out stands 
(except that if another runner is put out between the base occupied and the next 
base, then all outs are nullified and all runners return). 

3. For willful or persistent balk infractions by a pitcher, the umpire has the 
authority to remove the pitcher from the mound for the remainder of the game. 

 
4. If an umpire suspects that a coach or manager of either team (offense or defense) 

is utilizing tactics designed to circumvent or take unfair advantage of the balk or 
base running rules, the umpire has the authority to warn the manager.  Repeated, 
continued, or additional infractions by the coaching staff (after warning) subject 
the manager (as well as any involved coaches) to ejection.  This is considered 
unsportsmanlike conduct.  The umpire shall report all warnings under this rule 



(whether an ejection occurs or not) to the league president, and the league may 
impose additional penalties if warranted. 

 
d. INSTRUCTIONS TO UMPIRES - The balk rule is a necessary by-product of allowing 

base runners to take leads on the 70-foot field.  LV Baseball's intent is to enhance the 
excitement of the game and to teach offensive and defensive players how to play "real 
baseball" (complete with taking leads and holding base runners on).  Teaching the players 
is more important than a strict, literal enforcement of the balk rule.  The intent is not to 
call highly technical or "tickey-tack" balks, but base runners must also be protected from 
deceiving or unfair tactics.  Balks are necessary, but it's not fun for anybody to watch 
runners parading around the bases with balk after balk. (The following umpire 
instructions are designed to meet these goals.  As a minimum, umpires should be 
thoroughly familiar with the fundamental balks below.  If these are the only balks 
which umpire’s call, it will be consistent with the league's intent.  This does not say 
that umpires should not call other infractions "balks", but when they do, they 
should use discretion.) 

1. FUNDAMENTAL BALKS – There are two (2) fundamental infractions which 
are so basic to the balk rule that they should be called whenever they occur 
(without discretion by the umpire).  Coaches have been made aware of these 
infractions, and are instructed to teach them to pitchers. 

i. Official LL Rule #8.05(a):  Once a pitcher makes his natural pitching 
motion, he is committed to pitch to the batter.  For the windup position, 
his very first motion commits the pitcher to deliver to the plate and any 
pick-off attempt or stopping/hesitating should be called a balk without 
discretion.  For the set position, a pitcher is not committed to the plate 
until he actually makes motion directed towards the plate, and umpire 
discretion is appropriate when the pitcher is pitching from the set or 
stretch (see below). 

ii. Official LL Rule #8.05(b):  A pitcher while on the rubber can never 
fake a throw to 1st base.  If they go towards 1st base they must 
complete the throw.  The only exceptions are if they first legally fake to 
2nd or 3rd base (after which they can also fake to 1st) or if they first 
disengage the rubber (hence becoming an ordinary infielder). 

 
2. UMPIRES DISCRETION - We recognize that we are dealing with young, 

inexperienced pitchers and, for most of them; this is their first introduction to 
balks and holding runners on.  Of course, "important" infractions need to be 
penalized.  For less significant infractions, the league is satisfied to make these 
teaching examples without penalty.  Umpires may use discretion and the criteria 
below in determining whether or not to penalize an infraction (and the penalty is 
a warning for the 1st infraction and a balk for any which follow).  If any one or 
more of the following apply a balk should be called (warning for 1st offense). 
 

i. If the infraction gives the defense an unfair advantage, or places the 
offense at a disadvantage.  Rule of thumb would be that an infraction 
which causes ANY significant reaction by base runners has likely 
placed runners at a disadvantage (we are talking about runners reacting, 
NOT base coaches; a coach yelling "balk" does not necessarily reflect a 
disadvantage to the runners). 

 
ii. If the act is clearly intentional, or if the umpire has reasonable belief of 

an intent to deceive.  For example, if while attempting to execute the 
hidden ball trick, the pitcher stands on or near the rubber without the 



ball, there is clearly INTENT and a balk (or 1st warning) should be 
called. 

 
iii. If the infraction is such that a pitcher of this age, who has been properly 

coached at this level, should have "known better".  Obviously, this is 
entirely a judgment call, and it may be different for an 11- vs. 12-year-
old pitcher.  Persistent minor infractions, after numerous "teaching" 
cautions by the umpires would warrant a penalty. 

 

3. IMPORTANT- Discretion by the umpires in calling balks is entirely a 
judgment call, and is not to be argued by coaches.  The umpire crew is strongly 
encouraged to confer if there is any question of discretion.  Whenever in doubt, 
GIVE THE PITCHER THE BENEFIT OF THE DOUBT! 

 
21. Additional Minor (Triple A)Level rules: 
 

 
a. An eight (8) run rule is in effect during all innings of a game EXCEPT the sixth or 

extra innings.  The sixth inning or any that follow will have NO Limit on runs scored 
for either team, but will be called due to darkness or weather at the discretion of the 
umpire.  This local rule is in addition to LL Rule - section 4.10(e) (10 run rule). 

 

b.  Stealing home in AAA: A runner on third base at the time of a pitch may only  
advance to home on a batted ball, forced in by walk or by rule. A runner on third base 
may advance on overthrows by a fielder on another runner which entitles the runners to 
advance based on a ball going out of play (except for an attempt to put out a runner 
advancing from first base to second base on a steal). A runner on third base may leave 
the base as the ball crosses home plate in an apparent attempt to steal or advance to 
home plate, however the runner must return to third base once the ball has been 
returned to the pitcher. The catcher may choose to make a throw on any other base 
runner but he can not make a throw to third to try and pick-off the runner.   

c. Pertaining to any base runner - once a ball not put in play by the batter is returned to 
the pitcher anywhere on the field, the play is dead. 

22. When a batter squares around to bunt he must either bunt at the pitch or pull the bat back and take 
the   pitch.  He cannot square around to bunt with the intention of drawing the infielders in only to 
take a full swing at the pitch.  The batter shall immediately be called out, the ball is dead and 
runners cannot advance. 

 
23.   IN-HOUSE AND SUBURBAN PITCH COUNT RULES 

 
a. Pitch Week:  Monday to Sunday 

 
b. Restrict Total Number of Pitches: 125 per week 
 
c. In House and STBL:  

 
1) Beginning of Season through April 22: Limit 35 pitches per game (includes 

scheduled practice games). 
2) April 23 through May 6: Limit to 65 pitches per game in-house and STBL. 

STBL pitchers are restricted from pitching more than 35 pitches in house and  
may only pitch up to 65 (Friday's only) and 35 on Sundays.  Note: If a STBL 



pitcher throws 65 on Friday he cannot pitch on Sunday due to the days rest 
requirement. 

3) May 7 through End of STBL season: Limit to 75 or 85 (depending on age) 
pitches per game in-house. STBL pitchers are restricted from pitching more than 
35 pitches in house and  may pitch up to 65 pitches (Friday's only) and 35 on 
Sundays.  Note: If a STBL pitcher throws 65 on Friday he cannot pitch on 
Sunday due to the days rest requirement 

4) Upon completion of STBL season: In-House coaches can use STBL pitchers as 
needed while abiding by 125 pitch restrictions per week and Little League rest 
period. 

5) STBL Pitchers: May pitch beyond the in house limits, provided the STBL 
manager has authorized that player to pitch beyond the league limit of 35 in 
house. 
 

 
d. Follow Little League Rest rules. 

 
 Less than 20 pitches no rest 
 21 to 35 pitches 1 days rest 
 35 to 50 pitches 2 days rest (8 year old) 
 51 to 65 pitches 3 days rest  
 66 to 75 pitches 4 days rest (9’s and 10’s) 
               66 to 85 pitches 4 days rest (11’s and 12’s) 
 
Note: A player having pitched more the 40 pitches may not catch for the remainder of 
that game. 
 
e. Pitcher Availability: For the purposes of calculating rest required and pitcher 

availability in a pitching week, Lenape Valley utilizes Option 2 from section VII of 
the Little League Rule Book. The term “game” in subsection “c” of this part only 
refers to the number of pitches a player may pitch on any given day in a game to 
provide availability to STBL coaches. In the event of a suspended game which 
resumes on another date and for the purposes of rest required, the resumed game 
shall not be considered the same game for calculating rest period and pitcher 
availability.  

 
Note: A pitcher removed from the mound during the half inning in which their 
team is playing defense is not eligible to pitch when the game is resumed 
regardless of availability, unless the game is suspended prior to the replacement 
establishing him or her as the pitcher. (i.e.) begins to throw warm-up pitches or 
delivers a pitch to a batter.  

 
Example. Player throws 45 pitches on Saturday when game is suspended. (2 
days rest is required for this same pitcher to throw again.) The game resumes the 
following Saturday. The player has met the days rest requirement and is 
available to pitch with a full pitch count as the pitching week also reset on 
Monday.  

 
f. Restrict STBL Pitchers from Pitching Saturday:  A limited number of pitchers 

will be restricted from pitching In-House on Saturdays*.  This would exclude special 
events such as All-Star games.  

 
Orange teams:  
12-year olds – six pitchers 



11-year olds – six pitchers 
10-years olds – six pitchers 
9-year olds – six pitchers 
8-year olds – six pitchers (no more than 2 in Triple A) 

 
  

 
Black teams**:  
12-year olds – four pitchers 
11-year olds – four pitchers 

 
*The restricted pitchers will be named prior to the draft and must remain the 
same for the entire STBL season.  A pitcher may only be replaced on the 
restricted list if he goes down to season ending injury. 
**Black team coaches will need to work directly with In-House Coaches to 
determine additional players to be made available to pitch.  If the In-House 
coaches and STBL coaches can not work together to allow for additional support 
for STBL additional pitchers will be restricted. 

 
1. If a restricted STBL pitcher does not pitch on Friday evening.  He may pitch 

up to 20 pitches on Saturday and still be available to the STBL Team for 
Sunday while staying in the weekly pitch count restrictions. 

2. If an STBL Team has a bye on Sunday please advise all coaches via e-mail 
that the restricted pitchers are available to pitch in-house on Saturday.  Please 
notify all coaches at the beginning of the week if possible.   

 
 

g. Non- Restrict STBL Pitchers:  Pitchers not restricted may pitch STBL. 
 

1. A Non-Restricted pitcher may throw up to 20 pitches for Friday STBL games 
without permission from In-House coach. 

2. The use of a Non-Restricted pitcher for more than 20 pitches is at the sole 
discretion of the In-House Manager. 

3. If prior arrangements are made with the In-House coach, a non-restricted 
pitcher may throw additional pitches following guidelines set forth in Restrict 
Total Number of Pitches Section. 

 
h. Additional Scheduling Concerns: 

 
1. In-House rain-outs – It is the In-House coach’s responsibility to work with 

the STBL coach to determine if STBL pitchers are available to pitch In-
House for a rainout. 

2. STBL rain-outs - It is the STBL coach’s responsibility to work with the In-
House coach to determine if In-House pitchers are available to pitch STBL 
for a rainout. 

 
 

i. Communications: 
 

1. STBL and In-House Coaches are expected to communicate at all times. 
 
2. This will be a no tolerance rule if a Manager pitches a player without the 

necessary rest and following rules laid out above. The manager will be 
suspended.  



24. Move-Ups 
 

a. There will be a five man roster made available for Majors and Triple A managers to 
pull from when there is a known shortage of players for a game. 

b. The Majors Roster will consist of the top five Triple A players and the Triple A Roster 
will consist of the top five Double A players. 

c. A Manager may pull from the roster when he knows he is going to have only nine 
players. 

d. More than one player may be pulled form this roster to fill a team for the game. 
e. When calling up a player this player becomes the 9th or 10th player on the roster for that 

game.  The player shall be used following rules already in place for the appropriate 
league. 

f. The player(s) can only be pulled up to the next level if they do not have a game for 
their assigned team.  Under no circumstances should a player miss his own game to 
play at the next level.  

g. There will also be a five man roster from the top five major’s players to assist in 
juniors. 

 
 
 
Reporting Scores and Pitch Count: 
 
The purpose is to maintain the standings and for tracking pitches for the safety of the kids.  The reporting 
system is established to help coaches track when kids can pitch again to meet pitching rules mandated by 
Little League. 
 

• The coach from the winning team must report the score and the pitch count for each of the pitchers 
by 4:00pm the following day. 

 
• The score and pitch count shall be reported by going to www.lvbaseball.org. 

 
• Each coach will be provided a log-in code and password to allow the coach to update the database. 

 
• The database will be user friendly with drop down screens showing team names, scores  players 

initials and players number . 
 

• Once scores are inputted standings will automatically be updated. 
 

• Once pitch counts are entered the result will show when the pitcher can pitch again. 
 

• Penalty for not reporting scores and innings pitched may need to be accessed if coaches forget to 
report scores and pitches thrown.   

 
• We do not want to assess penalties but the Rules committee may determine a penalty is required 

which could include the deduction of points from the standings if a coach fails to report scores. 
 
 
 
 
 

 



ADDENDUM A – Field Maintenance Rules 
 
 

1. The Home Team shall: 
a. Occupy the first base dugout. 
b. Provide two game balls for each game. 
c. Supply a competent base umpire. 
d. Have the field for warm-ups until 25 minutes before game time. 
e. Line the field, rake and smooth the infield dirt areas. 
f. Draw a line half way down the third base line to indicate how far a runner can lead. (See 

Section 19a) (Minors Only). 
g. Be responsible for policing their bench and emptying the trash at the end of each game 

 
2.  The Visiting Team shall: 

a. Occupy the third base dugout 
b. Have the field for warm-ups from 25 minutes up until five minutes before the start of the 

game. 
c. Be responsible for policing their bench and emptying the trash at the end of each game.  
d. Rake and smooth the infield dirt areas after the game. 

 
Failure to follow the field maintenance guidelines can result in a game being forfeited in the future. 
Forfeiture of a game will be at the discretion of the commissioner of the particular league as well as of 
the President of LVBA. 
 
 
 



ADDENDUM B –Frequently Asked Questions: 

 
Who (Home or Away) rakes the infield before a game? 
The home team. 
 
How many minutes before the game should it be raked? 
15- to 30 minutes prior to the game 
 
Who marks the foul lines?  Should they use string to keep the lines straight? 
The outfield lines should be painted prior to the first game on EVERY Saturday.  They base paths AND the 
outfield foul lines.  The outfield foul lines should extend a minimum of 30 feet beyond 1st and 3rd base.  
The base paths should be marked with field chalk.  The outfield foul lines and “out of play” lines should be 
painted with a line sprayer.  String may be used, by extending the string from the back tip of the plate 
beyond first base to the painted line. 

 
How often should the outfield foul lines be painted? 
The outfield lines should be painted prior to the first game on EVERY Saturday.  They should be touched 
up (one coat) on Tuesday night or Wednesday night (depending on Tuesday’s weather). 
 
How often should "out of play" lines be painted on Fields A, B, C and NB2? 
The outfield lines should be painted prior to the first game on EVERY Saturday.  They should be touched 
up (one coat) on Tuesday night or Wednesday night (depending on Tuesday’s weather).  The outfield lines 
are occasionally painted by the Suburban Travel teams on Friday night (which eliminates the need to paint 
them again on Saturday morning). 
 
Who rakes the field after a game? 
The Visitors.  In the case of a Suburban Travel game, LV rakes before and after a game. 
 
Does the field need to be raked or lined for an 11:30 AM Saturday game when 2 teams just played a 9:00 
AM game? 

The Visiting team of the first game (in this case 9:00 AM) should ask the Managers of the second game (in 
this case 11:30 AM) if they would like the infield raked. 
 
Who is responsible for the trash in each dugout?  Is it okay to leave shells from seeds in the NB 
dugouts? 
Each team is responsible for their own trash.  The Manager should be the last person to leave the dugout 
and is ultimately responsible for any trash left behind.  Managers should NOT allow their team to enter a 
dugout on a Saturday until the previous team has collected all of their trash.  In addition, we are the guests 
of New Britain Township at North Branch Park.  Although spitting seeds can be a “baseball tradition”, 
someone (us) has to clean them up.  If your team spits them, your team sweeps them up. 
 
Who is responsible for emptying the trash cans at Fields A, B and C?  How often? 
The Minor League Commissioner will work with the Minor League Managers to ensure a “trash rotation” 
is established.  You can help by soliciting some Dads from your team (during warm-ups) to wheel some of 
the brown trash cans over to the dumpster and ask them to empty the cans into the dumpster.  Our trash 
service does not empty the cans for us (only the dumpster). 
 
How do rake out puddles? 
Puddles should NEVER (NEVER EVER) be raked onto the infield or the outfield.  The infield mix needs 
to stay on the infield and should not be raked into a “lip” just behind the grass infield. 


